The best
end of trip
facilities
start with
TZ

End-of-trip facilities are becoming a fundamental design
consideration for commercial developments and refurbishments
in the Australian commercial real estate industry.
TZ SMArt Lockers offer a flexible, modular storage solution that
can be easily scaled to suit a range of technical and budgetary
requirements.
As leaders in smart locking device technology, TZ SMArt Locker
solutions provide propriety ‘plug and play’ locking devices that are
simple to install and maintain – resulting in real-time monitoring,
reporting and management capabilities unlike any other.
Smart enough for automated building management yet easy
enough for everyday use, TZ SMArt Lockers are the experts in
end of trip locker solutions.

		Flexible Design

		 Dynamic Software Platform

TZ’s modular infrastructure allows for configuration flexibility

TZ’s SMArt locking devices are driven by a dynamic software

to suit individual organisational needs. Whether the design
specification calls for metal or millwork, TZ can deliver a reliable,
hardwired locking solution capable of in-locker USB charging
and illumination.

		 Smart Reservation Options
TZ SMArt Locker solutions enable our clients to customise locker
usage and management. Our system allows for both permanent
and guest reservation options within the same locker bank.
Permanently allocate a locker to building employees while
offering guests the option to make a reservation at the locker
bank for a specific time period.

platform that can be adapted to the needs of every client. Our
capability extends from a simple, standalone system to a fully
data integrated solution with custom UI workflows.

		 Complete Administration Control
TZ’s intuitive software enables simple administrative control,
making it easy for every user to perform tasks with minimal
training. Locker reports can be filtered and exported to assist
with locker allocation and maintenance decisions. Ot take
advantage of our comprehensive networked solution with full
hierarchal control, allowing for various users with different
administrative privileges.

Think SMArt. Think TZ.
www.tzsmartlockers.net

